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YOUR NEW VIRTUAL 
FITTING SOLUTION



Reduce costs by saving fabric and other raw 
materials for prototyping.

Minimize logistic costs of shipping physical samples.

Lead time cut down.

Increase the number of creative proposals.

Curb costs for photo shooting.

Make your process more sustainable.

A POWERFUL 
SOLUTION FOR 
THE  VIRTUAL 
GARMENT FITTING

Enjoy 3Dress video

https://youtu.be/bN8GoAeD2ns
https://youtu.be/bN8GoAeD2ns


3Dress Editor

Create new styles using different preset libraries: 

block patterns, materials (fabrics). Fabric 

textures and prints, stiching and accessories.

You can achieve great results even without 

specific knowledge in pattern making.
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3Dress Editor Features

Corrections and any changes 
to the pattern are displayed 
in real time on the side by 
side 3D window saving time, 
reducing the number of 
physical prototypes and costs.

Integrated with PLM 
for sharing of BOM 
data and 3D image for 
technical spec sheet

Large selection of static 
poses and complex 
realistic animations

Avatars can be 
customized for 
measurements as well 
as morphology. The 
fitting result is natural 
and realistic making it 
possible to manufacture 
less prototypes and 
invest more time in 
improving designing 
proposals.   
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Fabric thickness 
ensures realism and 
highlights clothing 
details.

Fabric editor
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3Dress Viewer

A smart solution for the virtual presentation of 

garments designed in 3Dress. 

You can share your projects in real time with 

your team and avoid shipment of physical 

samples. You can also use 3Dress Viewer for 

live presentations! 

3Dress Viewer can be used on any device with 

no special hardware specifications nor particular 

technical skills required for the user.



3Dress Viewer Features
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Project status 
management
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Panoramic scenariosExport of high resolution images



3Dress Shop

A great solution for fashion companies to quickly 

promote and sell their products on e-commerce 

to meet the increasing demand for customized 

products. Create an image gallery with all 

graded sizes for your 3D garment to publish on 

your e-commerce app or website.
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3Dress supports you to 
produce reliable virtual 
samplings that allow 
you to reduce costs and 
optimize time.

ONSITE TRAINING 
Get your team trained by our CAD specialists 

and get the most out of 3Dress. 

ONLINE SUPPORT 
If after training your team still have questions, we 
can support it! Both training and online support 

are available in english, italian, spanish and 
german languages. 

3DRESS SHOP IMAGES
 A package service for generating images and 
videos of your models for marketing materials 

and e-commerce use. Your team remains 
dedicated to creating fashion while our team 

helps you to promote it.

OUR SERVICES

Virtual Sampling Accuracy
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3Dress Virtual
Sampling

Physical
Sampling



MorganTecnica SpA 
Via San Pancrazio, 11/B
25030 Adro (Brescia), Italy
Tel +39 030 7704446

www.morgantecnica.com
www.3dress.it

ITALY / INDIA / CANADA / HONG KONG / USA
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